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Abstract

Results

HELIOS is a new numerical tool developed to accurately describe radiative
transfer (RT) in a wide variety of irradiated atmospheres providing the user
with an atmospheric equilibrium TP-profile and an emission or secondary
eclipse spectrum. Here, we present the physical & technical details of the
model. We also compare with a well-established RT solver, show results from
various numerical tests and compare our model output with available data for
the planets HD189733b & Wasp-43b.

Key features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1D multi-wavelength two-stream approach !
isotropic Rayleigh scattering!
fast radiative convergence by utilising non-isothermal layers and adaptive
numerical forward stepping!
production of synthetic emission and secondary eclipse spectra!
optimized for opacity tables produced with the k-distribution method!
GPU architecture: highly parallelized in order to minimise running time!
open source!
written in CUDA C++, Python

Method
With the two-stream formalism presented in Heng, Mendonca & Lee (2014)
we apply the general equation for RT (Chandrasekhar, 1960) to a 1D
staggered grid of horizontal atmospheric layers. As the star irradiates the
atmosphere we compute the penetration of the stellar flux combined with
thermal atmospheric emission through each layer. In this way we populate the
downwards and upwards fluxes in each layer of the atmosphere (see Fig. 1).!
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Eq. 1 describes the propagation of the fluxes
through isothermal layers, where F is the flux
B the Blackbody function and the coefficients
M, N, P & Q are functions of the transmissivity
and the single-scattering albedo. The
deposited energy in a layer determines the
local change in temperature, i.e. by how much
the atmospheric layer cools or heats. With
each numerical step the layer temperatures
readjust until local radiative equilibrium is
established.
Fig. 1: Staggered atmospheric
grid of the non-isothermal layer
scheme used in HELIOS

Opacities
The required molecular opacities are obtained with the recently published
code HELIOS-K (Grimm & Heng, 2015). With the line data from the HITRAN/
HITEMP database (Rothman et al., 2013) HELIOS-K calculates the
molecular absorption from each line’s strength and profile and resamples the
numerous line-by-line data into a manageable k-distribution format. With this
method a high line resolution is reduced to a manageable amount of spectral
information used in the RT code. In this preliminary version of the code only
the four molecules H2O, CO2, CO & CH4 are considered.
To combine the individual opacities we
estimate the corresponding mixing ratios
with simple equilibrium chemistry theory
(Heng, Lyons & Tsai 2015; Heng &
Lyons 2015), where we assume a Hdominated atmosphere.!
We also include collision-induced
absorption (CIA) for H2-H2 and H2-He
interactions.
Fig. 2: Opacity sources used in HELIOS

Scattering
We include the choice to include scattering in a simple isotropic format, which
is reasonable for molecular scattering (Rayleigh scattering). We use the
analytical expression for the corresponding cross section from Cox (2000).

Computational efficiency
HELIOS’s core is written in CUDA C++ NVIDIA’s API for GPU computations.
Due to the GPU architecture’s potential for massive parallelization HELIOS is
able to efficiently find the radiative equilibrium state of an atmosphere (i.e.
iterating for the temperature) within a few minutes (with scattering; under one
minute without scattering) for a typical atmospheric set-up with 60 layers and
100 - 500 wavelength bins.

Comparison with other radiative transfer codes
As a consistency test for our new
numerical tool we compare our results
to the EGP radiative transfer solver
COOLTLUSTY, described in Sudarsky,
Burrows & Hubeny (2003) using the
same opacity sources. We compare
the emission spectrum of GJ1214b
and find that it is reasonably similar in
the infrared regime although the two
codes use different theories to solve
the radiative transfer equation. The
mismatch in the optical is likely due to
different implementations of the
scattering mechanism.

Fig. 3: Synthetic spectra produced with
HELIOS and with COOLTLUSTY

Isothermal vs. non-isothermal layers
What is the advantage of nonisothermal layers vs. assuming a
constant layer temperature? We find
that a model with isothermal layers
struggles to converge to a profile in
radiative equilibrium. In our tests even
atmospheres with 1000 layers did not
reach the final equilibrium state, which
in contrast non-isothermal models
yielded very rapidly requiring only a
few layers.
Fig. 4: Dayside temperature vs. pressure
profiles for different layer prescriptions.

Impact of varying elemental abundances
While fixing the C/O ratio to the solar
value of 0.5 we study the effect of
different metallicities on the
secondary eclipse spectrum of
GJ1214b by choosing 1/3x, 1x & 3x
solar abundances for the heavy
elements. We find that an increased
metallicity greatly enhances the
spectral features between 1 & 2 μm.
Note that we use a simplified
chemistry set-up and hence the
results might change if using a larger
pool of molecules.

Fig. 5: Synthetic secondary eclipse spectra
of GJ1214b for different metallicity. Inlaid are
the corresponding dayside averaged TPprofiles.

Exoplanet benchmark & data comparison
We provide synthetic secondary eclipse spectra for the planets HD189733b &
Wasp-43b and plot those with available data.
HD189733b

Fig. 6: HD189733b synthetic secondary
eclipse spectrum and data. Inlaid are the
corresponding dayside averaged TPprofiles of HD189733b & Wasp-43b.

ESP Tools
HELIOS is being developed,
together with the dynamical core
THOR and the chemistry solver
VULCAN, as part of the
Exoclimes Simulation Platform
(ESP,
www.exoclimes.net),
which is an open-source project
aimed to provide community
tools to model exoplanetary
atmospheres.

Wasp-43b

Fig. 7: Wasp-43b synthetic secondary eclipse
spectrum and data.
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